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Once, long ago, I believed in a clear definition of ‘urban’ 
and ‘urbanization’. It was a typical Classicist’s defini-
tion, inspired by the regular town-plans of the ‘marble, 
well-governed cities’ of the Mediterranean lands. But 
everything changed once it became clear that no such 
model could still command wide acceptance, even in 
Mediterranean archaeology.

The force of this change came home to me when 
I was asked, by the American Journal of Archaeology, 
to review a new book: the proceedings of a 1994 
Copenhagen seminar entitled Urbanisation in the 
Mediterranean in the 9th to 6th centuries bc (Damgaard 
Andersen et al. (eds.) 1997; Snodgrass 1999). The 
(mainly young) contributors were clearly concerned 
with Mediterranean countries, but anyone expecting 
them to share such a traditional understanding of 
urbanism as I had accepted would have been much 
mistaken: one after another, they turned out to have 
completely renounced it. Urbanism, they broadly 
agreed, was anyway more a state of mind than an 
empirically based combination of material features: it 
arose within societies who had progressively embraced 
the idea of living together in larger than kinship-based 
groupings, and it developed to a point where the urban 
mentality affected everything within its orbit, notably 
including ritual. And since its product, the city, formed 
only a part of the human landscape as a whole, such 
external attributes as territories, viewsheds, roads 
and burials were also legitimate aspects of the study 
of urbanism.

But within Europe, ‘the city’ was long seen as a 
term and a concept at home only in the Mediterranean 
lands – the natural focus of the Copenhagen seminar; 
whereas for the purposes of this conference, ‘town’ 
proves a much more appropriate term (the German 
Stadt of course bridges both categories), as ‘city’ is 
hardly a suitable label for such types of settlement 
as the Fürstensitz or the oppidum. Yet these too, it will 

by now be agreed, were products of (not necessarily 
fully developed) urbanization. Here, fresh enlighten-
ment has come from a somewhat older movement: the 
progressive recognition of the nature of settlement in 
the northern European Iron Age. Early understanding 
of this goes back more than fifty years, to Sjoberg’s 
Preindustrial City; but as examples of early formative 
texts, I think of the papers by John Collis and Barry 
Cunliffe (Collis 1976; Cunliffe 1976) in the conference 
volume entitled Oppida: the beginnings of urbanisation 
in barbarian Europe.

There one can already read definitions of ‘urban-
ism’ that fully embrace the oppida of northern Europe 
in general. If at that time the discussion leaned rather 
heavily on the example of Manching, this conference 
has greatly broadened the data-base for the region of 
southern Germany – yet without necessarily accepting 
the full denomination of ‘urbanism’ for it (see Caroline 
von Nicolai’s paper at this conference). One can in 
fact already find a hint of problematic status for this 
region in John Collis’s 1976 paper, when he wrote: ‘In 
Central Europe, this first move towards town life came 
to nothing’, but then immediately made an exception 
for Germany south of the Danube.

He was perhaps thinking of a factor that I too 
find significant: the subsequent impact of the Romans. 
Accepting, as I think we should, the independent 
development of the barbarian oppidum, recognized in 
regions such as Bohemia that lay beyond most percep-
tible Mediterranean influences (where indeed it ‘came 
to nothing’), we can for the moment turn away from 
these definitional problems of urbanism – destined, 
it seems, to be an unending preoccupation of archae-
ologists the world over – to some historical realities. 
Specifically, what of those other regions where Roman 
rule and Roman town life were quite soon to penetrate, 
such as southern Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg (or 
indeed southern Britain)?

Chapter 11

Urbanism: a view from the south

Anthony Snodgrass (Cambridge)
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Chapter 11

The theory has the merit of fitting the histori-
cal realities, and its application to southern Bavaria 
and Baden-Württemberg is interesting. For although 
Roman towns were to be established not far from 
the sites discussed in this conference – Cambodunum 
(Kempten) or Augusta Vindelicorum (Augsburg) – they 
could never rival the scale of such cities as Roman Trier 
or Mainz. Secondly, the Roman limes, once it came to 
be established, cut right through the middle of the dis-
tribution of both the (now abandoned) Fürstensitze and 
the (probably moribund) Iron Age oppida, disregarding 
any existing territorial boundaries. These two obser-
vations between them go far, first to place southern 
Germany firmly within the second, intermediate zone, 
where urban development had remained limited in its 
scope and depth; and almost as important, to reinforce 
the belief that such pre-Roman urbanization as took 
place in this zone did indeed grow up – as argued 
here by Manuel Fernández-Götz – independently of 
Mediterranean models.

Another, by now familiar, argument is relevant 
here: that the spread of pre-Roman urbanization did 
not merely prepare the path for the fully fledged 
version that the Romans brought, but decisively 
influenced its success or failure. Specifically, regions 
where Iron Age urbanism was fully embraced (Gaul, 
followed by Germany west of the Rhine) presently 
witnessed the healthy growth of Roman towns and 
cities; while in a second, intermediate zone, which 
was also to fall under Roman rule, but where urban 
development had been more sporadic and hesitant 
(southern Germany, much of England and Wales), 
Roman urban growth was similarly to be less sus-
tainable, perhaps in some cases even stunted; and in 
regions which were to be tangential to Roman rule, but 
where there had been little or no pre-Roman urban-
ism at all (the rest of Germany, or much of Scotland), 
the Romans were not in a position to do more than 
provide distant archetypes for the establishment of 
lasting urban centres.


